
TRANS - AUSTRALIA AIRLINES (TAA) BOEING 727-276A (ADVANCED), VH-TBQ – 
LAWRENCE HARGRAVE

                    COLLOQUIALLY KNOWN AS ‘THE THREE HOLER’

VH-TBQ’s Technical Details: Built by The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (BCAC) at 
Renton, Washington State, USA from August 1979 to January 1980. 

Construction / Serial Number: 22017   Line Number: 1564    Customer Order Number: QD011 

Rolled out at Seattle - November 1979, First flown - December 13, 1979

Entered onto the Australian Airplane Register as VH-TBQ - January 15, 1980

Arrived Melbourne (Tullamarine 12:02 local) on completion of delivery flight on January 20, 1980

Ferry Flight Delivery Route: Seattle – San Francisco - Hilo (Hawaii) - Pago Pago (American 
Samoa) - Brisbane - Melbourne

TAA Flight Crew: Capts Len Murphy and Gary Reinke and Flight Eng Off (FEO) Mick Stephens 

TAA Navigator: Ted Allen

TAA Engineering Staff: Joseph Favazza, Senior Production Inspector Avionics,  John Beaton,
Senior LAME and David Patston, Senior Mechanical Engineer,

MY STORY (Apologies in advance for any errors, it was, after all, a long time ago!)

In September 1979, I was asked by my Supervisor Production Inspection, Brian Jackson if I 
would again like to go to the Boeing Airplane Company at Seattle, as Senior Resident Inspector 
to Inspect and accept TAA’s next B727-276, VH-TBQ.  Naturally I immediately accepted.  I was to
be accompanied by one of TAA’s most experienced and popular LAME’s – John Beaton.  John 
was to be the Resident Inspector.  I was to look after the Avionics and John the Engine/Airframe 
Customer Inspections on behalf of TAA.

We (and our Families) arrived at Renton, Washington (where the B727 Assembly Lines are 
located) in early September 1979 and immediately set up office in Boeing’s 4-20 Building, which 
is alongside Lake Washington, where the various Fuselage Sections and Wings were already 
under construction.

The TAA Technical Manager assigned for this Airplane was David Patston who was a TAA 
Senior Mechanical Engineer, he together with the Boeing employed Secretary Lorri Brown, 
comprised  the TAA Boeing Renton Customer Office.  Lorri had been the Boeing/TAA 
Secretary/Liaison Officer since the very first B727 (VH-TJA) was delivered in 1964.

Once the 4-20 Building ‘Customer Resident Inspector’s’ Office (Manufacturing) was set up by 
John and myself, right next to Ansett’s Resident Customer Inspector’s Office. Having Ansett 
Engineering reps, next door was quite enjoyable as we spent much time exchanging inspection 
outcomes that each of us experienced. We also socialised (whenever we had time) at the HOLD 
Bar in Renton.
NOTE: Ansett had ordered the same number of B727-276 Airplanes as TAA and had one 
on the assembly line at the same time as us.  As part of the ‘Two-Airline Policy’, amongst other 
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things such as Flight Schedules and etc,  TAA and Ansett were required to alternate their 
Airplane deliveries so that, in this case QD011 was a couple of positions ahead of Ansett’s 
Airplane, however on the next delivery, i.e. QD012 (VH-TBR) Ansett’s Airplane would be a couple
of positions ahead of TAA’s Airplane.

John and I Immediately commenced the Customer Inspection process, the majority of which were
initially Airframe related, I of course acted as John’s apprentice learning as I went along and 
gaining some most valuable Engine and Airframe education and experience from such an 
experienced LAME.

The Production Process was, at the time about 4 months between the start of the Major 
Components i.e. Fuselage Sections (41, 43, 44, 46 & 48 (Empennage) Sections, Wings, 
Horizontal, Rudder, Flaps and Spoilers and etc. I think the 44 Section was the Centre Fuel Tank),

SOME TRIVIA

It is of interest that the Boeing 727 Fuselage was based on the original Boeing 707 Fuselage 
Cross-Section and used most of the Tooling and Rigs that were used during the manufacture of 
the Boeing 707 Airplane.  The Boeing 757 is also based on the Boeing 707.  In fact, there are 
“Traces’ of the Boeing 707 still in the Boeing 737 which uses a modified version of the Boeing 
707 Fuselage.

Once QD011’s 41 & 43 Fuselage Sections were joined and the 46 & 48 Fuselage Sections were 
joined, the Wings were attached to the 44 Fuselage Section (Centre Fuel Tank).

The Final Join was between Fuselage Sections 41 & 43 and the Forward face of the 44 Fuselage
Section (Centre Fuel Tank) and the 46 & 48 (Empennage) Fuselage Sections to the Rear face of 
the 44 Fuselage Section (Centre Fuel Tank).  This of course required the installation of ‘Bottle-
Pins’ between the Fuselage and Wings which John and I witnessed at 0300 hours.

Main Landing Gear (MLG) and Nose Landing Gear (NLG) were then fitted as were the Flaps, 
Slats, Spoilers, Horizontal Stabilizer and the Rudder and most of the wiring and Cockpit 
Instrument Panels, Floor Panels, Cabin Interior Furnishings, Galleys (Fitted first), Carpet and the 
Rear Stairs (Ventral Stairs).
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QD011’s Inspections by John Beaton 
and Joe receiving On-Job-Training?

QD011’s Cabin Interior fitted and 
Inspected by John, Joe, Dave Patston 
and Lorri Brown.



Time for the ‘Inspection Team’ to Inspect QD011’s Center Console.
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Boeing Renton 4-20 Building Assembly Line - QD011 LHS.
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Boeing Renton 4-20 Building Assembly Line – Ansett’s B727 two positions to the right of QD011.
Once on ‘Wheels’, our Airplane was moved from the 4-20 Building to the Final Assembly Building 
4-82 where the three (3) Pratt & Whitney JT8D Engines and APU were fitted.  Once completed 
the Airplane was rolled out of the Production Line onto a hard-standing area between the 4-82 
Building and Lake Washington where ‘catch-up’ production took place including the Adjustment 
and Checking of MLG and NLG and ‘Fit and Fairing’ of Doors.  Once completed, under the cover 
of darkness our Airplane was towed across the Cedar River to Renton Field for Electronics 
Fitment and Testing, Engine and APU runs and Painting.  Again, John and I moved Office to 
Renton Field.

Note: some airplanes (not QD011) were painted at Boeing Field.

Boeing’s 4-82 Building Final Assembly, note the Boeing 737-200 Final Assembly on the LHS.
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The TAA ‘Kangaroo Shield’ that a Boeing Employee stole during production.  Never to be found!
(Picture provided by Graham Nesbitt)

Boeing’s 4-82 Building Final Assembly – QD011 is 2nd from the Front of the line.

SOME MORE TRIVIA

It was here that John and I noticed that Our and Ansett’s B727 did not have a particular device 
fitted to  the external area of the Ventral Stairs.  It was later revealed that this ‘device’ was 
actually a Ventral Stair Lock (D.B. Cooper Lock) that prevents the Ventral Stairs being lowered 
during flight, as was done by Airplane Hijacker D.B. Cooper in November 1971 when he jumped 
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out of a B727 (with a parachute), ransom money ($200,000) and disappeared never to be seen 
again (He or the Money).  Apparently the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) mandated the 
fitment of this ‘lock’ to US Registered Airplanes.  Of course, this edict did not apply to TAA or 
Ansett.
The D.B. Cooper saga is worth a ‘Google’ search as its quite an interesting story.

Renton Municipal Airport – Boeing’s Paint Hangar and Flight Test Area.  QD011 was in the Paint 
Hangar being prepared for painting.

In the Paint Hangar John carried out an ‘OK To Paint’ Inspection after the protective ‘Green 
Acrylic’ coating had been removed. The airplane was polished and after a few hours QD011 
became VH-TBQ. And – How Beautiful VH-TBQ, Lawrence Hargrave, looked!  I may be biased,
but I think that this livery was the best ever.
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QD011, now rid of its ugly green acrylic protective coating and ready of the TAA Livery.

OUR JOB

During the entire QD011 manufacturing process, John and I had many specific Inspection tasks 
to carry out as Customer Representatives, these included Inspection and Acceptance Tasks.  
Whilst there was a clear line between my Inspections - Electrical. Instrument and Radio and 
John’s Inspections - Engine Airframe, John and I often shared the Inspections that were called 
‘Customer Shakedowns’. For me it was always a ‘Learning’ Experience having little Engine / 
Airframe experience.

We were very fortunate to have been assigned a Boeing Customer Coordinator – Duane Allen for
the duration.  This made our life much easier because our Customer Coordinator would quickly 
‘Pull’ whatever drawings or specifications we needed to help our Inspections. The Inspections 
were a combination of Boeing Customer Inspections and others that were specific TAA 
Inspections.  

In most cases production could not continue until a specific Inspection was carried out and 
Accepted by the Customer. therefore, many tasks were scheduled during the late-evening, early-
morning or weekends.  If a defect was found, a ‘Customer Pick-Up’ was raised and handed to the
Customer Coordinator for Boeing’s action.  Delivery of our Airplane could not take place unless 
all ‘Boeing and Customer Pick-Ups had been appropriately cleared or in Boeing lingo – ‘Bought 
Off’.

Following Painting, VH-TBQ went into ‘Flight Line Preparation’ for our Airplane’s First Flight (B1 
Flight) from Renton Municipal Airport, never returning there but landing at Boeing Field, Seattle.

From memory a B2 Test Flight took place and then the Customer was invited to fly a Customer 
(C1) Acceptance Flight or forgo the C1 Acceptance Flight and accept a full tank of fuel for the 
Ferry Flight.  Our Flight Crew chose a C1 Acceptance Flight.

Of course, once our Airplane took off for its First Flight, John and I quickly drove to Boeing Field 
and set up another office, our Boeing Field Office where VH-TBQ’s B1 Test Flight results were 
conveyed by the Boeing Flight Test Crew and a decision would be made for more Boeing Test 
Flights (if needed) and the Customer Acceptance Flights (C1 Flight) using, of course the TAA 
Pilots that were to fly VH-TBQ home on its Delivery Flight. 
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John and I both flew on the C1 Customer Acceptance Flight where a ‘Stall’ check was carried out 
(which was most scary).  It was during the landing that I managed lift the carpet covering the 
MLG Viewing Window and took a photograph of the MLG as VH-TBQ landed.  

It was here that a somewhat humorous event took place at Boeing Field.

The TAA Flight Crew had arrived a few days earlier and were very keen to fly VH-TBQ as part of 
the Customer Test Flight, which of course they did with both John and I on board.

Before the flight there were some “Snow Flurries” predicted and arrived during the C1 
Acceptance Flight which made it very interesting when we landed at Boeing Field.  It was during 
this landing that I managed to take a photograph of the MLG through the ‘Emergency Viewing 
Window’ located under the carpet about mid-ship.

Well, it looked beautiful outside and once the TAA Flight Crew taxied VH-TBQ to the allotted 
parking space, the TAA Flight Crew wanted to know, from me all about the ‘New’ Digital Flight 
Data Recorder (DFDR) and the DFDR Entry Panel (DFDREP) that was a first-time fitment on our 
B727-276 Fleet.

I tried my best explaining as much as I knew and at the same time watching very heavy snow 
falling.  I warned the TAA Flight Crew that “we should get out of here asap” or we will get 
snowed-in, which of course we did Eventually I set off in my Rental Car and the TAA Flight Crew 
set out in theirs.  The going was ‘snail-pace’ so we stopped at a Diner located just before the 
Freeway On-Ramps.  Here copious amounts of Free Coffee were consumed.
Many warnings were given by me to “whatever you do, do not take the I5 North On-Ramp or you 
will end up at Vancouver”.  We left the Diner and I followed the TAA Flight Crew, and wouldn’t 
you know it – They Took The I5 North On-Ramp!  No Mobile Phones in those times so I headed 
(in the correct direction) for home, which took me 4 hours (normally 20 minutes).  I noticed that 
nearly all On-Ramps were blocked by Semi-Trailer Trucks that had Jack-Knifed.

Once I got home, much to the relief to My Wife and Two Kids, I tried many times to contact the 
TAA Flight Crew at their Hotel, to no avail.  After a few hours I gave up and thought that there is 
no way VH-TBQ’s Delivery and Ferry Flight will be taking place in less than two days’ time.

With some Fortune the TAA Flight Crew eventually got back to their Hotel Safely, albeit very late.

Delivery took place two (2) days later as scheduled and the Ferry Flight was scheduled for the 
evening of the Delivery.

The reason for an “Evening” departure was because of the lack of any ‘Electronic Navigation 
System’.  TAA B727’s were manufactured with a 1 – 2-inch diameter hole in the Cockpit Ceiling 
specifically for a ‘Sextant’ to be used by the TAA Navigator.

Yes, the TAA Navigator was required to plot our path using the Stars! Let’s Hope that the stars 
are visible and that he Can See Them???
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View of TAA’s B727-276, VH-TBQ, MLG on landing at Boeing Field after the C1 Test Flight, note 
the snow on the INBD Tyre.
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TAA’s VH-TBQ, with new livery, after its very first flight (B1) on 13 December 1979, from Renton 
to Boeing Field.

TAA’s VH-TBQ alongside Ansett’s B727 on Boeing Field.

“She’s a bit cold out there Captain, we should leave”
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Joe’s Car guarding VH-TBQ

SOME MORE TRIVIA

TAA's B727 jets used the system of periscope sextants on their delivery flights from the USA, as 
well as for regular flights from Perth to Cocos (Keeling) Island until the mid 1980's. The Sextant 
was a, Part Name: Sextant, Aircraft, Periscope Part N/o. 1471 Manufactured by the Kollsman 
Instrument Company, NYC, USA.

On a previous Ferry Flight, in January 1979, My Family and I were on B727-276 Arthur Philip 
(VH-TBO) in late January 1979, something happened that ‘put the wind up’ all those on board.  
On this Ferry Flight the Flight Engineering Officer (FEO) was Moss Darby.

During the most critical leg (San Francisco to Hilo), Moss rose from his FEO station and 
accidently hit his head on the Sextant causing a cut to his scalp and loss of much blood.

Images of Bob Harvey-Hall (Senior Resident Inspector) and/or Myself trying to carry out the 
FEO’s duties (Fat Chance!).

After a quick inspection by Bob and Myself, it was realised that the cut was not as serious as first 
thought and after the application of a large bandage, Moss was able to continue his job.

We (all) were very fortunate that the TAA Navigator was not overly distracted or we may have 
ended up at – who knows where.
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DELIVERY

TAA’s B727-276, VH-TBQ awaiting Delivery and Ferry Flight later that day, 4 th Airplane from the 
RHS.  Note, No more Snow!
The official ‘Delivery’ ceremony of VH-TBQ took place at Boeing Field Delivery Center on Sunday
14th January 1979.  Present were Boeing Representatives, TAA Flight Crew, David Patston, 
Harry Wareham (TAA Supply Manager), John and Myself.

My job was to sign the Airplane Readiness Log and once the TAA Flight Crew conveyed their 
satisfaction with the Airplane, David Patston Signed the required TAA/Boeing documentation and 
Harry Wareham arranged the transfer of funds from Australia to Boeing.   The sum princely sum 
of USD$7,363,737.00 was transferred on this day, however the Total Cost of VH-TBQ, without 
the three (3) Engines was actually USD$11,178,538.00.

I was given a Gold Cross Pen Set to sign the Airplane Readiness Log and got to keep it.  I still 
have it and sometimes use it.  A great memento.

As usual Boeing provided Coffee and Donuts to celebrate the occasion!

MORE TRIVIA

It was interesting to find out that whenever Ansett ‘Delivered’ their B727’s, they actually did the 
signing on-board the actual Airplane, In flight and out of USA Airspace, presumably to minimise 
Sales Duty and Taxation.
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THE FERRY FLIGHT

The Ferry Flight path was to take place on Monday 15th January 1979 from Seattle to San 
Francisco (Closest to Hilo, Hawaii), refuel and ‘overfill’ the fuel tanks (By-pass the Volumetric 
Top-Off System to get maximum fuel, spilling fuel on the tarmac, something that could not be 
done today).  Following the fuelling process, it was time to head off across the Pacific Ocean, but 
first destination was San Francisco.  

Once in San Francisco we were all aboard after refuelling, when John, during his pre-flight 
checks, discovered a Leading-Edge Slat Actuator leaking Hydraulic Fluid.  After much cycling of 
the Slats and no success, the Ferry Flight was a ‘No-Go’ at least until tomorrow (Monday).

John and I were left behind to mind our Airplane whilst again, the TAA Flight Crew, the Navigator,
David Patston and our Families were ‘Limousined’ to a nice Hotel. We arrived at the hotel early 
next morning.

John and I (mostly John) worked most of the night to fix the leak with, what we thought, was a 
success.

Next evening everyone was on-board again for a ‘Take-Two’, when John examined (with some 
confidence) the Slat Actuator was found it was leaking again!

Again, John and I were left behind to mind our Airplane whilst the TAA Flight Crew, the Navigator,
David Patston  and our Families were ‘Limousined’ to a nice Hotel. Again, we arrived at the hotel 
early next morning.

Time to contact Boeing Airplane On Ground (AOG) Group who quickly dispatched a replacement 
Slat Actuator and together with help from Qantas Airways LAME’s, John managed to successfully
replace the Slat Actuator.

Unfortunately, during the component change, the Qantas Airways LAME neglected ‘to ’de-
pressurise’ the Hydraulic System resulting in the Qantas Airways LAME, John and another 
Qantas Airways AME received Skydrol spray into their eyes.  As a Good Electrical person, I was 
several dozen feet away and missed to Skydrol spray.

Fortunately, Boeing Catering had packed several pints of milk on board for the Ferry Flight which 
came in very handy to flush-out the Skydrol from the affected personnel’s eyes.

After the hick-up, the VH-TBQ was ready to go and the Ferry Flight departed on time, albeit two 
days late, much to the delight of the Ansett Crew who delivered their airplane two days after us 
and because of our delay, met up with us at San Francisco!

Once airborne, the Navigator’s job was to continually take readings using the stars and decide, 
before ‘The Point Of No Return’ whether to continue to Hilo or turn back!

After a couple of hours, we reached the ‘The Point Of No Return’ and a decision was made by 
the TAA Flight Crew, in consultation with the Navigator to continue to Hilo.
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Sextant, used to navigate on the Ferry Flight from San Francisco to Hilo (Hawaii).

On the Ferry Flight Boeing Catering had provided more than ample food and drinks (non-Alcohol)
and John and I were the reclassified as Flight Attendants ensuring that we, the TAA Flight Crew 
and our Family (and Harry Wareham) were all well fed.

At Hilo and Pago Pago (American Samoa), much enjoyment was had by all with the Flight Crew 
shouting Dinner and a Luau traditional Music and Dance etc. was held at Hilo.
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VH-TBQ at Hilo after refuelling and ready to continue on the Ferry Flight

I do recall doing a Hand-Stand when we crossed the Equator, much to the enjoyment of John 
and our Family. For those thinking – No, I can no longer perform this feat!

After replenishments, i.e. Food, Water, Fuel, Oils etc, we were again off to Australia, arriving at 
Brisbane (Touch-And-Go Only) on Saturday 20 January, 1980 and then into Melbourne at just 
after mid-day on the same day.

A most enjoyable and successful tour and of course we were very proud to be part of the TAA 
Team bringing VH-TBQ to Melbourne, Australia. And, very proud and privileged to have worked 
with John Beaton and Dave Patston.
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Boeing 727-100 and – 200 Schematics showing the slight difference in the two Airplanes. The 
B727-100 was 133 feet (40.6m) in length compared with the B727-200 which was 153 feet 
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(46.6m) in length.  Note there were two extra Fuselage Sections on the – 200, one aft of the 
Emergency Escape windows and one FWD of the windows (not shown).
OTHER STUFF WORTH LOOKING AT

The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company Invoice No. 38,005 for QD011 (VH-TBQ).
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AIRPLANE HISTORY

The airplane operated its first revenue service on January 26, 1980. It operated its last service in 
the original livery on April 14, 1982.

Rolled out at Melbourne (Tullamarine) in the 'camel-hump' livery on May 02, 1982 and was 
returned to service on May 05, 1982.

On August 04, 1986, Trans-Australia Airlines changed its name to Australian Airlines  and 
subsequently the airplane was rolled out at Melbourne (Tullamarine) in the Australian Airlines 
livery on June 01, 1987. Ownership was officially transferred to Australian Airlines on July 11, 
1988. 

The airplane operated its final revenue service on November 24, 1992 and was withdrawn from 
use and stored at Melbourne (Tullamarine) Airport, It had flown 36,361 hours with 25,823 cycles. 
As can be seen by the Caricature below, very tired!

VH-TBQ departed Melbourne on the ferry flight to Fort Worth, Texas as TN6901 on May 13, 1993
and thereafter was sold to Extex International (Lease Company)  on May 15, 1993.   Sold to 
Aeroexo on September 1993 and Entered onto the Mexican Airplane Register as XA-SIJ, then 
Leased to Aviacsa from December 1994 to March 1996 then again in 1998.

The Airplane was observed fitted with winglets at Mexico City in August 2002.

Withdrawn from service at Mexico City in April 2006.

Many have said (and still say ) that the Boeing 727-276 was the best Airplane in TAA’s Fleet, 
especially in the original livery.

By the way the – 276 signified that TAA was the 76th Boeing Customer for the B727 Series 
Airplane (Ansett were the 77th Customer, i.e. B727-277).
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VH-TBQ’s Caricature by Greg Thom – With Many Thanks.

Joseph Favazza,  April 2020.
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